
ANALYSIS OF A WORN PATH A SHORT STORY BY AMERICAN AUTHOR

EUDORA WELTY

In the narrative portion of the story the author describes an old small woman in rags Analysis of a Short Story a Worn
Path by Eudora Welty.

Mostly everything can have a symbolism meaning to it. The story concludes with Phoenix arriving at the town
having completed the journey yet again. The Sitting Bee, 19 May. She overcomes these obstacles and
continues with her travels. She has walked a path periodically to get medicine for her chronically ill grandson
who drank lye. Laws such as the Jim Crow era laws are examples of this. Personal obstacles A. She will not
let anything get in her way from completing her mission and will not give up even though she is not a young
puppy anymore. One way to convey this idea is with the literary use of theme. She lives in the pinewoods and
faces the challenging experience of walking through the snowy, frozen earth to get to the hospital in the city of
Natchez Characteristics III. Throughout her journey, she runs into many obstacles such as a thorny bush and a
hunter. Imagined cake B. The author Eudora Welty grew up in the south, and witnessed the hard lives the
people of color faced during the depression, and the determination they had was the theme of many of her
stories She meets a hunter, pocketing a nickel that he drops, and a lady who ties her shoes. Each difficulty she
encounters, she laughs at and overcomes. Old age is not always the end of the road, but the journey it takes to
get to that age is worth living for. She tells the nurse supplying the medicine that the damage to his throat
never fully heals, and every so often his throat will begin to swell shut. Introduction II. She is not only an
elder, but brittle and lonely as well. One particular author who utilized this symbol was Eudora Welty in her
classic short story, A Worn Path. Although she encounters many hardships on the way, she never gives up
because she is on a mission to help the one she loves. Her role in society is an old black woman in a white
world, though she is not ashamed of her inferior position. Welty was a photographer before she started writing
so her stories were as detailed as her photographs. Character[ edit ] The character of Phoenix Jackson is an
elderly African American woman who uses a thin small cane made from an umbrella to tap the ground, akin to
a white cane. I think it is the conflict between the old woman's will power and Mother Nature I believe that the
name Eudora Welty gives our main character is very symbolic. Phoenix Jackson represents the most important
thing in the story the ancient Egyptian bird the Phoenix. A Worn Path is about a courageous old woman
looking to find medicine for her sick grandson. Having to commute in such difficult conditions, Phoenix
endures through the dense and tiresome woods, stretching from the countryside to the town. The sun made the
pine needles almost too bright to look at, up where the wind rocked. She uses hidden messages in her stories
and includes deep meaning in the simplest of characters and instances. White hunter V. Perceived Racism A.
This ambiguity of purpose impacts atmosphere and believability and creates a more direct experience of
Phoenix's trip. She overcomes these obstacles and continues with her travels. Some reccurring themes she
used in her literary pieces were social prejudice, isolation, and southern living. Just as her name suggests,
Phoenix will rise again. The worn path is much more than a routine route regularly traversed into town and
back to home. Characteristics III. Having to commute in such difficult conditions, Phoenix endures through
the dense and tiresome woods, stretching from the countryside to the town.


